Data Protection Policy

The use of the present web site www.paylink.gr requires the collection of certain
personal data of the web site’s user. The management and protection of the web site
user’s personal data is governed by the set legislation regarding data protection, the
resolutions of the Competent Authority and the present terms.
WorldBridge-Payment Institution s.a with trade name PAYLINK (11, Menekratous
street, Athens pc. 116 36) keeps a record and processes personal data of the web site’s
users that will come to its knowledge, taking every necessary measure to protect
these data’s confidentiality. These data are not disclosed to third parties unless there
is a legal/regulatory requirement to do it. Paylink processes these data only for
communication, statistic or historical purposes, as well as to improve its services. The
user of this web site hereby provides his/her consent, which is deemed existent only
by using this web site and this consent is valid for any processing of the user’s data
also by Paylink’s affiliate companies. If not otherwise informed, Paylink is entitled to
make use of this personal data of the users also for commercial and marketing
reasons and to promote its services.
Links
This website you visit may offer links to other websites. Those links have been placed
merely for your convenience and information; the websites to which they lead you
are governed by their own terms of use. Placing a link to these web sites here on this
web site does not imply that Paylink accepts or approves their content. Paylink bears
no responsibility for their content, data protection policies or the accuracy of the
material they contain. Should you decide to use the link to another website you accept
that you do this at your own risk.
Right to access, object
Every natural person user of the web site, whom the personal date refers to, has in
any case the right according to article 12 L. 2472/1997, to be aware whether they
have been or are processed. Moreover, he/she has the right according to article 13 L.
2472/1997, to object to the processing of the data that concern him/her, provided
there are legal reasons connected thereto and the processing is not necessary to
complete the service according to the law or regulation.
Cookies Policy
Paylink may be collecting information to identify the users of the web site by using
technologies such as cookies or internet (IP) protocol monitoring. Cookies are minor
archives sent and stored on your computer or any other device you use to access the
internet every time you visit a web site, without receiving information about any of
your files on your device. This web site uses cookies for several purposes mainly to
enable the user’s access to the services offered as well as for statistic reasons.
Moreover, should there be any advertisements in this web site, third parties,
including Google, may place or identify unique cookies on the browser the visitor is
using. The user of the web site may choose at any time to be excluded from the use of

cookies by going to the settings of his/her browser. The user of the web site can set
up his/her web browser to receive a warning for the use of cookies or not to allow
acceptance of cookies in any case. You can therefore look for instructions of the
browser. We hereby inform you that non acceptance of cookies may obstruct the use
of certain services and information to the user.
Amendment of the policy
Paylink has the right to amend this policy, whenever necessary either due to legal
changes or due to a change in its policy. In any case the amendment shall be uploaded
in this website. We therefore advise you to read from time to time this site when you
visit our website before you perform transactions, so that you are informed about any
amendments.

